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Abstract—A Wireless sensor Network (WSN) is gathered of countless cost sensor nodes (SNs) to joint screen certain physical or natural 

phenomena. WSNs is a on the most exciting research areas. It is an emerging technology that shows various applications both for public and 

military purpose. In order to operate these applications successfully, it is necessary that network must be energy efficient and long running. One 

of the significant features of SNs is their limited battery power dependent and it is sometimes not feasible to recharge or replace the batteries. 

Thus there must be best energy efficient routing algorithm to be implemented in every sensor network such that the network lifetime is increased 

many folds. In this report to reduce bit error rate in heterogeneous type WSN to increase bit error rate in WSN and implement existing & 

proposed technique. After that, analyze results in terms of bit error rate, throughput and packet loss. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The recent enhancements made in the technology involving 

wireless sensor networks has provided great innovations 

within the applications that involve it such as the mechanical 

monitoring, traffic monitoring, cropping, etc. advance creative 

and productive thoughts are to be generated within this area 

such that their usage can be more helpful. In the information 

routing, compression as well as network aggregation, various 

analyzed methods have been introduced in the recent years.An 

aimless fashion is set across the nodes and the messages are 

moved which thus facility an ad-hoc network environment 

within the networks. 
 

Challenges in WSN 

 

The wireless sensor networks have a many special dare due to 

some factors as given: 

 

 Ad hoc arrangement: A huge segment of hubs are 

sent in that region which have no framework by any 

means. An exemplary strategy for arrangements in a 

forest would throw emphatically the sensor nodes 

from an airplane.[10] 

 Unattended operation: In sensor network once the 

sensor nodes are distribute again and again without 

human communication that type of sensor network 

can easily recreate itself and accept the changes in 

environment, if any changes are occur.[11] 

 Untethered: In untethered set out, the sensor hubs are 

not connected with any vitality source. There is just a 

constrained wellspring of vitality to a sensor hub, 

which must be better utilized for preparing and 

correspondence like battery control.  Consequently, 

keeping in mind the end goal to make appropriate 

utilization of energy, connection ought to be limited 

as much as possible.[4] 

 Dynamic changes: Sensor arrange is dynamic in 

nature. The sensor hubs are make itself. Sensor hubs 

are effectively tolerating the adjustments in the sensor 

organize because of expansion of more sensor hubs in 

the system and disappointment of any hub. 

 Fault tolerance: In 

thefaulttolerancepropertyinfrastructure is 

maintained inaformthat ifone node 

deadthenitcannotaffectanother nodes.The 

adaptiveprotocolsare developed to maintain the other 

network not influenced.[12] 

 Security issues:The primary piece of the dangers and 

assaults against security in remote systems are 

relative on like their wired accomplices while some 

are exacerbated with the inclusion of wireless 

connectivity. Large amount of security issues and 

threads are created within the wireless networks 

which need to be handled on the basis of various 

techniques being proposed [13]. 

 

EnergyConsumption Issuesin WSN 

The main issue that creates within the wireless sensor 

networks is the finite amount of lifetime of a battery of 

nodes present within the network. There are very limited 

constraints of size of battery, processors, and memory 

present within the sensor nodes of the network due to their 

small sizes. Thus, the main interest here is to update the 

amount of energy being consumed by these networks [38]. 

The solution to this problem, regular time constraints are 

provided within the network such that the data that is 
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gathered can be transmitted to the destination such that it 

can be utilized prior to any hazard. There is higher 

consumption of power due to the communication of data 

within these networks in comparison the processing 

occurring in these networks. Thus there is a need to 

address such issue [7].  

In Wireless Sensor Networks nodes failure are lying down 

failure due of power disaster. Use in mind the last goal to 

give better service through the network, the network duty 

to act naturally adjusting.A hold up node may experience 

failure because of constrained battery life. In such case the 

network protocol duty to be sufficiently clever to handle 

such defaults and makes the network operational. 

There is limited lifetime of a battery provided within the 

normal nodes. They cannot be replaced easily as well due 

to which many problems arise. The scaling up of any 

number of sensor nodes within the network can be done 

on the basis of architecture and protocol utilized within 

these networks [18]. In case there is a method identified 

which can help in minimizing the measure of 

communication, the lifetime of the battery can be extended 

here. By using low power components within the sensing 

subsystems, the energy consumption can also be 

minimized. Within these systems, the lifetime of a battery 

present can be maximized through the minimization of 

current or power of turning it off when it is not being 

utilized at all.  

 

Literature Survey 

Chae-Seok Lee et al. [11], aim to requirement Aloha for No 

Overhearing that is utilized to inform the tag of its viable 

communication for remove overhearing issue .extensive of 

energy is reduced because of overhearing is ordinarily bigger 

than consumed powerful communication .to remove this 

issue inventor reason calculation (RANO). A tag has 

information about the time and duration of communication 

advance since it maintain active mode for kept the sleep 

mode because of other transmission period. RANO Protocol 

spare the 60 times energy than another protocol. 

 

LI Jian-qi et al. [12], have suggest the use of enhanced 

clustering routing that helps in getting efficient energy 

efficiency. The random competition in nodes is used to 

generate cluster head that gives efficient energy after that 

every cluster dynamically snugness coefficient has been 

calculated that gives internal structure of clusters. The 

enhanced multi-objective particle flock calculation has been 

conducted that upgrade transmission path between different 

available cluster heads.. 

 

Yu Wang et al. [13],in this paper talk about energy creative  

cooperative transmission computation which show 

simulations approve that EDTCT outperforms the store-hold 

up forward way regardless of in E2E sleep dormancy and 

E2E energy consumption. Specifically, our motive is 

adjusting to thick network and it works effectively in low-

liability cycled WSNs. 

 

Degan Zhang et al. [14], that paper demonstrate a system 

forward mindful segment (FAF-EBRM).this procedure is 

utilized for the accompanying bounce hub pick as per the 

forward vitality thickness and connection weight .The FAF-

EBRM contrasted and LEACH and EEUC. The proposed 

method changes the vitality lessening, work lifetime and 

give incredible nature of administration and decreases the 

probability of developing hub breakdown. 

 

Nicolas Gouvy et al. [15], discuss PAMAL (PATH 

MERGING ALGORITHM) new geologies directing figuring 

for portable hub .the proposed first steering convention 

which is found and uses ways intersection to adjust the 

topology to diminish the system movement consequently 

while still update vitality productivity. The convention 

makes the convergence to move a long way from the goal, 

getting closer to the sources, permitting higher information 

collection and vitality sparing. It upgrades the system life 

time 37% than leaving. 

PeymanNeamatollahi et al. [16],design a half and half 

clustering approach a cluster head decrease of its energy, it 

indirectly informs every other node and clustering is used to 

beginning of the upcoming round. Clustering is performed on 

request. To include the productivity of recommendation, the 

circulated grouping convention HEED (Hybrid Energy 

Efficient Distributed) creamer bunching figuring is used as 

standard case. Through reenactment comes about, it show that 

HCA is approximately 30% more gifted regarding system 

lifetime than the other convention. The principle reason is that 

the clustering is performed on request. 

 

DahlilaP. Dahnil, et al. [1],presents a similar checking of 

clustering strategies and cluster nature of a single criterion 

cluster heads election and cluster formation in Wireless 

Sensor Networks. The HEED, LEACH and Energy-based 

LEACH protocols are reenacted and their performance are 

compared in terms of the quantity of cluster head generated, 

cluster size, cluster head distribution, adaptability and 

coverage. The network lifetime are presented by these 

protocols. We check versatility viewpoints in the presence of 

advanced nodes in the network and its impact on the 

network lifetime. We proposed to investigate A HEED and 

AE-LEACH protocols, a new approach for cluster heads 

election that enhanced network lifetime in the presence of 

advanced nodes. The simulation demonstrates that having 

fraction of advanced nodes in presence of advanced nodes 

 

T. Shankar, et al. [8], discussed, in the remote sensor 

organize the winnowing of bunch head done by applying 

neural system for vitality gainfully utilized by sensor hubs. 

In group based directing, undesirable hubs called bunch 

heads frame a remote mettle to the sink. The bunch heads 

meet the information from detecting hubs and forward 

information to their sink. In homogeneous systems all hubs 

have same assignment. In heterogeneous systems all hubs 

have distinctive assignment. Vitality sparing in these 

procedures can be gotten by bunch development, group head 

race, information collection at the group make a beeline for 

diminish information repetition and in this way save vitality.  

 

Matthias R. Brust, et al. [17],proposed in this paper that the 

clustering in wireless sensor networks can be done with the 

help of a distributed, light weight, scalable clustering 

computation. There are extremely exact clustering algorithms 
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provided by the sensors that are sent randomly within the 

environment. Thesizes of the nodes are not coexist to each 

other. The number of nodes present is different. 

Ebin Deni Raj [7], proposed in this paper the bunch head 

Gateway Switch Routing convention (CGSR) utilizes the 

various leveled arrange topology.Each node is placed within the 

clusters accordingly.  Cluster head is selected by any calculation 

provided within the network. There are various algorithms that 

utilize advance power consumption for selecting the cluster head 

within the WSNs. They two deterministic algorithms are 

LEACH and LEACH with deterministic. There are various 

parameters also which help in providing the selection of 

appropriate cluster heads within the network. They are the 

power efficiency, threshold, density, load balancing, scalability 

as well as distance of nodes within the network. The 

communication cost of the network is minimized with the help 

of the load balancing based algorithms. A density and distance 

based cluster head is examined along with the many other 

mentioned algorithms. The simulation results derived propose 

the comparisons of all such algorithms. The results provided 

show the various proposed algorithms have their own limitations 

and a new calculation known as EDR LEACH is also proposed.  

 

VinayKumar,etal. [ 9 ] ,  proposed in the paper that the 

lifetime of the sensor network can be increased with the help 

of various enhancements made within the WSNs. A path that 

is chosen for transmitting the data across the network is 

selected on such basis that the energy consumption is to be 

the least. Clusters are created within the network with the help 

of grouping the sensor nodes. This further provides the higher 

scalability and enhanced data aggregation within the network. 

An efficient usage of the constrained resources is done by the 

sensor nodes within the hierarchical wireless sensor networks 

created by the clusters. Within the WSNs the energy efficient 

clustering algorithms are put forth. The related LEACH work 

is provided in this paper and the simulations results are 

compared.  

 

Fan Xiangning and Song Yulin [3] proposed in this paper a 

detailed study on the LEACH protocol. There have been 

various enhancements made within the energy-LEACH and 

multi-hop LEACH protocols. The decision strategy of the 

cluster head is enhanced with the help of this energy-LEACH 

protocol. The nodes are selected as cluster heads which have 

more leftover energy in the previous round. The 

communication mode within the multi-hop LEACH protocol is 

enhanced from single hp to multi-hop within the cluster head 

and sink. Amongst the LEACH protocols, the energy-LEACH 

and multi-hop LEACH protocols have proven to be more 

efficient as per the results achieved by the simulation results. 

For the purpose of acquiring data from the network, the 

LEACH protocol has provided better results.  

 

D.G.Anand et.al [5]suggest the use of randomized algorithm 

which is run locally at the sensor node for supervise its 

operation.Various predictions and related formulations are 

provided within this paper which helps in determining the 

solutions related to all such issues. The three components 

sensor coverage, connectivity and the energy are required for 

providing QoS within the WSN applications. With the help of 

various NS2 simulators the experimental results have been 

derived. There have been various theoretical studies being 

proposed related to such sensor related analysis issues.  

 

Maryam Soltan et.al [6] talk about a location-aware 

modulation plot. This technique helped in deciding how the 

modulation selection can be composed along with the 

adjustment of spatial distribution of energy diversion over 

specific area. With respect to other various low-power 

systems, the network layers might present an execution within 

the conjunction with the lower power systems. The 

experimental results have shown that the network lifetime of 

the WSNs is increased with the help of this method. 

 

II. CONCLUSION 

In this work, it has been inferred that remote sensor 

systems is the decentralized kind of system and due 

constrained degree of the sensor hubs vitality utilization is 

the primary issue which need to settled. In this paper, 

different systems has been checked on and examined 

which can expand lifetime of remote sensor systems. 
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